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The Science of Disconnection
by David Belke

"Life need not be easy, provided only that it is not empty." - Lise Meitner

NOTES ON THE TEXT:

This is a play for a single performer. It takes place within the memories, imagination and mind of
Lise Meitner. As a result the dialogue is intended to be lyrical and theatrical.

More often than not, though physically inhabiting the scene, Lise takes on the role of an observer
or narrator. However there are times where she plays herself in the memory, speaking the
dialogue she spoke in the moment. These character dialogue lines are indicated by quotation
marks (“ ”).

Other lines are attributed to male voice (these lines are italicized). These lines are dialogue
spoken within the scene by people encountered in Lise’s life, most significantly by Otto Hahn.
The original production featured a live musician onstage. Aside from performing the music for
the show, he also performed the male voice. If this option is not an available in future
productions, the male voice can be integrated through a recorded voice (or variety of voices) or
the lines can simply be performed by the actor playing Lise.
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Scene One
1968 CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND

(Cambridge, 1968. A simple room in an old English home. Or maybe nowhere at all. Outside it
rains because it is England and it suits the mood of the room’s sole resident.

LISE Meitner enters in wonderment. She listens to the sound of the rain, reveling in the world
around her.)

Rain.

Never stops in England, does it?

(As she reaches to the touch the precipitation, she is suddenly struck by the wonder of her
movement. It has been a long time since she has walked. A long time since she has felt vital and
alive.)

Somewhere my body lies in a bed. Old and infirm. Almost ninety years. Ancient. Soon to meet
its end.

Listening to the falling rain. Lost in it.

But the mind wanders.
Always seeking.

Even towards the end.

I should be able to solve this last problem. I know I can.

But the answer still escapes me.

Still.

Listen.

Still.

Rain.

Raindrops.

Fluid shape.

Surface tension.

Condensation.

Collision.
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Too much mass.

And then...

Everything falls apart.

And every thing falls apart.

And I’m
l e f t

behind.
(Pause, she regards the audience as she would an unfamiliar visitor to her home)

I know what you’re thinking.

You see me. And like so many others before, you wonder how this insignificant woman could
achieve anything of importance.

But the evidence is all there.
The proof is certain.

The Math is sound.

My name is Lise Meitner, and through no fault of my own I destroyed the world.

(pause, then smile)

You don’t trust a mere statement, do you? I wouldn’t either. You need to find the truth
yourself.

It’s about connections. The bonds between the atoms. Inside the atoms. Around the atoms.
Strong Forces. Weak Forces. Electromagnetism. Gravity. The forces that bind matter to
matter. Everything is connected. And that’s what keeps the universe from falling apart.

Otto is dead.

His death will receive international attention. Accolades. Tributes. Memorials.

Otto would have been happy to see the fuss.

I suspect my end will be quieter.

Almost unnoticed.

And in time forgotten.

And as at every end, you turn back to the beginning.
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And maybe that’s where I’ll find my answer.

With what connection did my world begin?

From a physicist’s point of view every point in time is equally valid. Every place can be a
starting point.

Physics doesn’t care where I start.

Because when you get down into the quantum level, time becomes flexible. Turning
backwards and forwards on itself heedless of logic.

Connected to everything.

And nothing.
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Scene Two
1938 OUTWARD BOUND TRAIN

(LISE sits fearful in the dark not daring to move. She is isolated in a passenger
compartment as the train races through the night.

She almost 60 years old and she is living the most fearful moment of her life.)

Moving.

Forward.

Fast.

Hurtling.

In the dark.

Night.

The dorsal rocking motion of the coach.

The clicks of the track a callous percussion counting off the fleeting seconds of my life.

I am alone.

Stiff.

Frozen.

White knuckles curled around the diamond engagement ring in my fist.

I should be in my laboratory.

There is work to be done.

Important work.

But instead I am sitting on the hard bench of a passenger coach heading west to the Dutch
border.

In the middle of the night.

In the middle of a nightmare.
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There is a scream pressing against the back of my teeth. I dare not let it escape.

If I am to survive this night, I must remain unnoticed.

I have spent a lifetime seeking to pry truth from the shadows. Now I must wrap myself in
secrecy.

Unseen.

Invisible.

Unknown.

Still.

Lost.

Alone.

Still.

Lost.

Alone.

Still.

Lost.

Alone.

Disconnected.
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Scene Three
1907   CAFÉ BERLIN

(LISE nervously sits at a table. She is 28 years old. Her eyes dart about. She is clearly
uncomfortable and has no idea about the situation she finds herself in. A Viennese waltz thinly
played on a violin is heard mixed with the conversations drifting from nearby tables and the
sound of street noise. LISE is nervous and uncertain.)

It is 1907.

I have been in Berlin almost a year now and I find myself sitting in a sidewalk café.

What am I doing here? I should be back in my basement.

There is music.

Why is there music?

Some sidewalk musician is playing a waltz.

Distracting.

Annoying.

Across the table from me sits Otto Hahn. Bold and handsome. Confident and assured. Not
like me in any way.

He sits with the sun at his back and so the light adds luster to his straight blonde hair. The rising
star of the University Chemistry department. Popular, admired and oh so very bright. He is going
places is Otto Hahn.

Unlike me.

And his eyes are blue.

Now that he is for once within touching distance I can see.

Blue like the Danube back home.

He has been talking about radioactivity ever since he invited me for coffee.

I hope he doesn’t ask why all the serving staff seem to know me. I would die if I had to
explain why I come here twice a day to-

He has said something.
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I haven’t heard what he has said.

Has he complimented me? That would be something new.

When I arrived in Berlin I knew no one and had no prospects. But I had to come. You could
receive a science education in Vienna, but you could only find a career in Berlin.

When I got off the train all I had was one small suitcase and a letter from my teachers.

Like a little mouse, I stood frozen with fear on the train platform for I don’t know how long.

Agonizing.

I tried to introduce myself to the professors of science.

(male voice) How can you be a mathematician?

Women have not the skills for such deep thought.

(male voice) How could you be a scientist?

Surely you are too shy to work among the men in the laboratory.

(male voice) How can you be taken seriously? Austria is country of artists and dilettantes not
thinkers.

But I wanted to learn.

And Max Planck, the great Max Planck, the genius Max Planck, noticed me coming to his
seminars. And although he first refused to take my questions, the quality of my queries
eventually roused his curiosity.

Connection.

We talk after his lectures. He invites me to visit his wife and daughters. They become my Berlin
family to replace the one I left back in Vienna.

Max recommends me for a place to study at the Chemical Institute.

I am twenty nine years old and I am the only woman physicist working in Germany.

Otto Hahn is still talking. He says something about how he never sees me in the halls of the
Institute.

Of course not.
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The only other woman working in the building cleans the hallways. Unlike me, she gets paid
for her work.

I am given a corner of the basement to work in. It has a separate entrance and therefore I am
unlikely to run into any of the students and contaminate them with my femininity.

I am exiled.
Quarantined.

Hidden from sight.

But I have my corner.

My laboratory.

My teacher back in Vienna once told me that scientific truths are like diamonds hidden in the
dark. Treasures waiting for those determined enough to find them.

I will dedicate my life to seeking these truths.

So I am denied the resources routinely given others?

So I am teased and insulted by my fellow scientists?

So the basement lacks a toilet for me?

So, twice a day I make my way down the street to this restaurant to... do my business.

Please God, don’t let any of the waiters mention that.

Otto leans back in his chair. He studies me. I want to fold into myself and hide.

His hand takes mine. Unexpectedly he lifts me up from the table. His arm is about my waist and
he is guiding me in a whirl.

The waltz purrs around me. We spin like electrons dancing about the nucleus. Even in this moment
of utter confusion, some part of the scientist’s brain is still functioning.

And then I am looking up into Otto’s face.

He is speaking again.

I am suddenly aware of the loose thread holding the button on the sleeve of my blouse.

(male voice) Radioactivity as a field of study straddles both chemistry and physics. I am no
physicist. I need a partner, Lise. And I think you are just the person I need.

Partnership with Otto Hahn?
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I am doing fine on my own.

I have my supporters.

I have my basement.

What need I of Otto Hahn?

His eyes are blue.

So of course I say yes.
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Scene Four
1938   OUTWARD BOUND TRAIN

(A fearful LISE finds herself back on the train in the dark)

Unseen

Invisible.

Unknown.

Alone.

Am I being watched?

Who are these people?

Party members?

Agents?

S.S.?

Who can tell?

Close your eyes.

Concentrate.

Control yourself.

You’re almost sixty years old, for God’s sake.

The mouse in me is not as dead as I thought.

Don’t.

Don’t.

Don’t.

Don’t draw attention.

That could be fatal.
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It’s a good thing to be on this train.

It’s a good thing.

A good thing.

A good thing..

A good thing...

(The rhythm of voice becomes lost in the rhythmic sound of the train.)
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Scene Five
1907-1908   THE CHEMICAL INSTITUTE

My station at the Institute has changed.

I am now working with Otto Hahn.

I am now allowed to walk the upper floors.

Although as I pass by, I can hear snickering whispers from my peers. Lewd speculation as to
how a woman like me earned my new position.

As if I would.

There are some things a physicist just doesn’t do.

He is quite a brilliant chemist. He has a strong understanding of atomic theory and structure, but
there is no denying his weaknesses in the fields of Mathematics and Physics. It will be up to me
and my calculations to provide the proofs of our conclusions.

(a whistled tune is heard in the background)

His approach to science is quite different from mine. Whereas I have been trained to
approach my work with sober diligence and careful thought, Otto is lighthearted and
relaxed.

Almost... playful.

He even whistles while he works in the laboratory. Snatches of Beethoven. Popular tunes.
Melodies of his own invention.

Sometimes he purposely gets a song wrong just to get a rise out of me.

(playing the scandal) Such behavior.

But still... I find myself smiling in the lab.

Otto Hahn’s laboratory.

Wide and expansive compared to my closet in the basement.

And it has windows.

Such luxury.
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It was the early days of study in our field and we were young too. Our ignorance about
radioactivity was appalling. Radium, uranium, thorium. We worked daily with radioactive
materials.

We worked with no protection. No shields. No cautions.

When I think back to Marie Curie and her lingering early death, I can only wonder at my long life.
And Otto’s too. By all rights we should be long dead by radiation poisoning.

And we smoked too.

Continuously.

But, no, it was our lot to live on.

Before our partnership was even a year old we scored a success beyond those of our older and
better supported peers.

The scientific community will come to call our discovery the Auger (Aw-zhay) effect. After
some French Johnny-come-lately who claimed he discovered it first.

He did not.

Otto proudly names it the Hahn-Meitner effect.

I simply call it nuclear recoil.

But regardless of French chauvinism, Otto and I have made our mark.

How we celebrated when we realized what we had done.

We danced in the lab.

My presence at the Institute simply cannot be ignored any longer.

I love physics with all my heart. I can hardly imagine it not being part of my life. It is a kind of
personal love, as one has for a person to whom one is grateful for many things.

A person like...

(the whistle is heard again)

Well.
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I was still an unpaid guest of Max Planck’s. By all rights I should have been made a fellow by
now. Recognizing my need for income, Otto found a publisher for our work. With my gender
slyly concealed under the penname L. Meitner.

Upon reading one of our papers, the great English scientist Ernest Rutherford makes it a point to
visit Otto and me.

I shall never forget his first words upon meeting me.

(male voice) By God, Meitner. You’re a woman.

We all had a good laugh about that one.

But still, somehow or other, I find myself accompanying Mrs. Rutherford as she shops, while
Otto and he discuss atomic theory.

When the new Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Science was opened in the suburbs of Berlin it was
inevitable that it would have a section dedicated to the study of radioactivity.

And it was just as inevitable that Otto would be appointed its head.

I was also invited to come to the Institute. Max Planck. Of course, he is teaching there. And asks
me to become his assistant. An assistant professor. For the first time I would be paid for my
work.

I felt... happy.

Happy to be working.

Otto and I working together.

A bond as unbreakable as those within the atom.

Connections.
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Scene Six
1908   SALZBURG, AUSTRIA

(A 30 year old LISE stands nervous and anxious. Terrified at the thought of what faces her.)

Waiting.

Staring.

Waiting.

Staring.

Waiting.

Staring.

I am waiting in the wings of a Salzburg lecture theatre.

I am staring at the empty inhospitable stage.

Shaking.

Terrified.

A mouse through and through.

I am supposed to talk.
Lecture.

Sharing our new discovery.

By all rights Otto should be the one giving the talk. I should be back in the lab. But Otto
continues to try and get me to stop being so solitary. He encourages me to speak in public.

(male voice) It’ll be good for you.

When did he become my parent? I don’t want him to be my father, I-

The person introducing me is finished. How long has he finished? How long have I kept them
waiting?

Not an auspicious beginning.

(crosses to podium)

There is no applause.
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Papers on podium.

Arrange the papers.

Put them back in order.

Look at the audience.

“Hello.”

Take a drink of water. (does so)

How long can I postpone this?

They stare at me.
Waiting.

Staring.
Waiting.

Staring.

(there is a cough from the back of the room)

There is nothing for it.

“I’m sure you are all familiar with the structure of the atom. The at- at- atom. The atom,”

(LISE takes a drink of water to settle her nerves. She pushes on)

“The concept was first championed by Ludwig Boltzmann. I studied with him in Vienna. Great
man. Wonderful teacher and lecturer.”

Better than me any way.

(draws the uranium nucleus on a blackboard and further diagrams her lecture)

“As you know an atom is made up of a nucleus made up of protons. Protons carry a positive
charge. They are bound into a compact structure by the Strong Atomic Force. Cemented in
place like bricks in a wall is the way the thinking originally went.”

“Orbiting the nucleus are electrons. Negatively charged particles. In most matter the
number of protons and electrons balance each other.”

“Simple, yes?”

I look at the audience.

Is it smaller now?
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Why is that person heading for the exit?

I have to keep going.

Why isn’t Otto doing this?

“Smaller atoms are very stable. The Strong Force keeps the nucleus tight together. But as we go
up the periodic table, the nuclei become bigger and bigger. More and more protons. Until the
strong atomic force is overwhelmed by the task and simply cannot keep everything in place.”

“Much like a mother with quintuplets.”

(she nervously laughs at her own joke, but seeing no response coming from the audience she
rushes on)

“It seems that the nucleus is not a brick wall, rigid and unmoving. Rather it is more like a
raindrop. Fluid and rippling. With only the force of surface tension to keep everything in place.”

Someone in the front row seems to be paying attention.

(gaining confidence) “To think that the world is not as solid as we think it is. But instead it seems
everything we know is deceptively fluid. Always straining to fall apart.”

“Because, if you remember your electrostatics lessons, like charges repel. So all these positive
protons in the nucleus want to push apart. And unlike charges attract one another. And the
positive particles of the nucleus are surrounded by many negatively charged particles. Tugging
them. Pulling them. Until the Strong Force is overcome and a positively charged particle is
ejected out beyond the atom.”

“These ejected particles are alpha radiation. The one of the first things Dr. Hahn and I first
studied.”

“And it led to our great discovery. Nuclear recoil.”

(male voice) “The Auger Effect?”

“If you want to call it that...”

“As we measured radiation we discovered a disturbance in the Uranium nucleus.”

“What could it be?”

“Simple Newtonian physics provides the answer.”

“To every action there is an equal and positive reaction.”
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“It seems as the atom shoots off a particle, the raindrop nucleus trembles in response. As when
a gun fires a bullet. Recoil. You see? And this tremor through the raindrop is a measurable
phenomenon.”

“The evidence is clear.”
“The proof is certain.”

“The Math is sound.”

(enthusiastic) “But what good is it you ask? Don’t be afraid to ask. Science must always
provide answers.”

(doesn’t wait for the question, but dives headlong into the answer)

“Let me explain.
Nuclear recoil can be induced, leading to the creation of purer radioactive
material.

Nuclear recoil can be measured, leading to the more precise measurement of
half lives.

And nuclear recoil can be proven, which leads us to a more
profound understanding of the atom.”

“Another step on our journey to ultimate truth.”

“A diamond rescued from the darkness.”

(pause, now aware of the audience again and feeling the fear again.)

(blurt) “Thank you.” (exits the stage)

In the safety of the wings, I breathe deeply to recover my equilibrium.

The room spins. For a moment everything disconnects and the world around me becomes fluid.

I did it. It nearly killed me, but I did it.

I promise myself to thank Otto for forcing me to go to Salzburg that day. But in Salzburg the best
is yet to come.
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Scene Seven
1907   CAFÉ, BERLIN

(LISE sits at the café table. It is 1907 again and she is back at her sidewalk café. But things
are different now. She tries to figure out what.)

It is 1907.

And I find myself sitting in a sidewalk café.

What am I doing here?

Did I get this wrong?

Was my memory flawed?

I need to see this again. Get it right. Find the answer.

Otto Hahn is seated across the table from me.

Sun still at his back.
Hair still golden.

Eyes blue as sapphires.

He smiles at me.

The conversation is very technical and safe. We speak together as peers.

Esoteric chatter that no one else in the restaurant can understand.

There is still music. The musician is still there. The waltz still drifts through the air.

Familiar.

Calming.

But we don’t dance do we?

Otto never actually proposes a partnership.

We so naturally fall into each other’s rhythms that no formal declaration is needed. We know
this conversation will be one that will last our entire lives.

So when he invites me to visit his laboratory the next day, it is the confirmation of a
connection that was made in science and theory and compatibility.
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Yes.

That’s it.

That’s what happened.

There was no waltz. Not literally.

We were bound by intellect, not emotion.

That’s the answer.

That’s the connection.

Yes?

(doubtful) Yes?
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Scene Eight
1908   SALZBURG, AUSTRIA

(Now back again in Salzburg, LISE waits. There is a low murmur of crowd around her.
Though nervous, she is filled with anticipation.)

Since I am trapped at the Salzburg conference, I decide to attend a seminar or two myself. And
so I find myself in this rapidly filling lecture hall.

(she takes an empty chair and then glances about the room)

I seem to be the only woman in attendance.

Of course.

No surprise there.

I shall never, ever forget the presentation that day.

Or the speaker.

It is one of the most treasured moments of my life.

He was thirty years old, like me.

But unlike me his name was already one that demanded respect.

Three years before he had astounded the scientific world by publishing four astonishing papers
that each in its own way changed the way we see the world. The photoelectric effect, Brownian
motion, special relativity and the one he was scheduled to speak on that day: Matter/energy
equivalency.

Thirty years old and he was already well on his way to becoming... Einstein.

I remember his walk on stage. This distracted young man with his thick dark mustache and
hair combed back under a layer of oil.

He approached the podium with the attitude of a man still not certain if he had left home
without turning off the gas.

Then he stood, staring upwards as if to gather his thoughts or to study some piece fluff
floating in the air above his head.

He ran his hand through his hair. Thoroughly messing it.
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And then he spoke.

Within moments I was leaning forward to sooner catch the wonder of his ideas.

For two hours Einstein shared his insights into the universe.

Two hours that opened my mind in ways I never dreamed.

Light was not a particle or a wave, but both?

Unheard of.

Time is not a constant but a relativistic measurement?

Unthought of.

Mass accumulates at speeds approaching the speed of light?

Extraordinary.

E=mc2?

(working it out) E=mc2?

E=mc2!

Such graceful simplicity.

Such shimmering truth.

A marvel.

(there is an uproar of applause which LISE enthusiastically joins)

You may take it for granted now, but you have no idea how shocking the notion was then.
Matter and energy are the same. Mass becomes energy. Energy becomes mass. Nothing is
ever lost. Energy is merely matter, mass, transformed, converted by the velocity it travels.

There is such beauty in that math. The Mona Lisa of physics. The music of the universe
crystallized in five simple characters. The purest of diamonds.

In those days we had no way of proving Einstein’s masterpiece. But remember this
equation. (she writes E=mc2 on the board) It will prove useful. I promise it will.
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It wasn’t too long before Einstein had taken up residence in Berlin. Good old Max Planck invited
him.

And it wasn’t long before he was a regular guest at the Planck household along with the rest of
us. Otto and I would often arrive together. Music would be played. Einstein on the violin. Max
on the piano. The rest of Max’s family accompanying as best they could.

And then the wife and daughters would be dismissed and we scientists would sit in the parlour
and talk physics. The latest discoveries. The new ideas. The implications of E=mc2.

We would talk long into the night, defining the nature of the universe.

And after a night at the Plancks’, Otto and I would walk back to our respective homes. More
often than not excitedly reviewing the conversations of the night.

But some nights we’d talk about other things. More personal things. Things that only people who
had been friends for years could discuss. Renewing through conversation our professional
partnership and personal bond.

Those evenings in Herr Planck’s parlour.
Those nights walking with Otto. (distant whistling is heard again)

Those days working in the laboratory with the whistling somewhere behind me.

Those short years may be the closest I would ever feel to living in perfection.

And a new sign was hung over the radioactivity section at the Institute. We now worked in the
Hahn-Meitner Laboratory. A clear consecration of our equal partnership.

A bright future of discovery lay ahead.

But then a Serbian agitator shot an Austrian prince.

Which started a fatal chain reaction.
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Scene Nine
1914-1916   THE WAR YEARS

(A somber LISE addresses the audience)

Otto volunteered for the army. And though he saw action, it wasn’t long before he was
assigned more particular duties. He spent most of the war safely in a laboratory with his fellow
chemists. All blithely investing their intellect into the development of the most loathsome
chemical weapons.

Gas.

Because of my background in atomic physics, naturally I was assigned the duties of an X-Ray
Technician. For months the most grievously wounded of our soldiers were passed through my
machines like ground meat on a conveyer belt.

Once I was released from my obligations, I promised myself that I would never again
contribute to such an obscenity.

Otto made no such promise.

And the First World War went on.
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Scene Ten
1938   OUTWARD BOUND TRAIN

(LISE is once more on the train in the night.)

Moving.

Forward.

Fast.

Moving.

Forward.

Fast.

Moving.

Forward.

Fast.

The train to the border is not an express. Many stops along the way. It was all I could do to stop
myself from bolting from this car.

To reverse my journey.
To return to Berlin.

To Otto.

But Otto was the one who put me here.

Who forced me into this horrifying situation.

It is Otto who pressed the diamond engagement ring into my fist.

And it is Otto who is saving my life.

I heard the rumours, but I chose to ignore them.

I am an Austrian citizen. I am not subject to German law.

At one time the very fact of my womanhood provoked scorn. Now it is the ancestry of my
grandparents.
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They will always find some reason to me exclude me. I would simply employ the same
strategy I did before. Concentrate on my science and let the results speak for themselves.

But still...

Still....

The stories become more and more disturbing.

Einstein flees to America.

Jewish students slowly disappear from the lecture halls. And some disappear off the streets.

I am publicly denounced at the Institute.

But still...

Ignore worries and concerns shared by my friends and colleagues.

Still...

Otto is especially concerned.

Still...

Still...

(sound of steam escape)

Why is the train stopping?

We’re in the middle of nowhere.

So close to the border now.

Almost free.

I hear voices. And when I finally dare glance out the window...

I see the silver and black livery of the S.S.
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Scene Eleven
1917-1918   PROTACTINIUM

The Kaiser’s War continued. Young men dying in trenches. I was back at the Institute. Only
now with my name posted over my own laboratory.

No longer an assistant, I had truly become a professional scientist. The first woman
professor in Germany.

Before the War Otto and I had been talking about the strange relationship between
Uranium and Actinium.

What strange relationship?

Allow me to explain.

In nature Actinium is always found in the presence of Uranium. Nowhere else. But we knew
Uranium did not degrade into Actinium. My theory was that there must be some short lived
intermediate element between the two. There was, after all, a blank space between them in
the periodic table.

Thanks to the War we did not have the equipment to delve into atomic structures. But
perhaps we could use what few resources we had to find this missing element.

I say we.

Otto had his commitments to the War Office. He was weeks and miles away.

So the tedious work of separating, purifying, analyzing and recording fell to me alone.

But after a year’s hard work, the element we had been seeking was finally isolated. A tiny pile of
grains giving off the characteristic radiation I predicted.

I wired Otto immediately. And when he was able to return, together we wrote the paper
announcing our discovery to the world.

As the senior partner I insisted that his was the first name credited.

Protactinium, the new element is called.

Element 91.

It is the last element that will be found in nature.

This was a chemist’s discovery. Made through distilling and testing.
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The next new elements would be brutally cobbled together. They would be discovered through
physics.

Isolating protactinium secured our international reputations.

The small community of atomic physicists now considered me Germany’s answer to
Madame Curie. Now no one could deny my abilities.

My skills.
My worth.

I had become what I had always dreamed I would be.

Now I no longer needed to rely on Otto to win approval for experiments.

Teaching had taught me to speak for myself.

I no longer needed Otto’s words to fill my silences.

We both pursued our own scientific visions.

But still...

We had proven our value as a team.

And perhaps there is something to be said for the comfort of familiarity as well.

I saw no reason not to keep our old reliable alliance intact.

I trusted Otto.
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Scene Twelve
1907 CAFÉ, BERLIN

(LISE is somewhat startled to find herself back at the café.)

It is 1907.

A sidewalk café.

Haven’t I found the truth of this yet?

The restaurant is strangely empty. Otto and I are alone in the middle of the day. Is that how it
was?

There is no sidewalk musician, but the waltz drifts like a fog from an apartment window
somewhere above.

Cheery.

Inappropriate.

There is no sun. But Otto still seems golden in my eyes.

He has only a little time before he has to return to work at the Chemical Institute. He speaks in
spurts and rushes. No time for small talk. No time to share scientific theories. He is straight to
the point.

(male voice) I need a partner.

Max Planck has recommended me. Would I be interested?

All very dry and business-like.

He seems so humourless.

But then, just as he is making some broad sweeping statement about fundamental forces that
shape the universe...

He spills his coffee.

Right in his tweedy lap.

Startled he stares uncomprehending at his pants.

Just as quickly I am on my feet too. Ready to lend assistance I hold a linen napkin in my hand.
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But the napkin hovers over the stain. How can I...
I mean the spill is...

I can’t just...

It’s in his lap.

I barely know the man.

So there we are. Frozen in time. Him bent and damp. My hand oscillating back and forth over
the stain, determined to dab it away, but too shy to do so.

Finally we look at each other.

And for the first time I see that his eyes are blue. Like china plates. And we laugh.

Laugh like children.

And that is the start of our friendship. And from that grows our partnership. And all the
successes that follow.

When we sat at that table, we knew we were scientists. But it wasn’t until that moment that we
knew we could be friends.

That is the truth then.

Yes.

That is the start of my connection with Otto Hahn.

Yes?

(uncertain) Yes?
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Scene Thirteen
1930 NEW ELEMENTS

In the early 1930’s there was a flood of new ideas washing over the world of physics. In
Munich, Heisenberg was building his reputation with his matrix mechanics and uncertainty
principles. In Copenhagen, Bohr was mixing philosophy and physics to produce extraordinary
concepts that would revolutionize the way the universe was observed.

But for many of us, the most compelling new idea was contained in reports coming from Rome.
Enrico Férmi was suggesting it was possible to manufacture new elements.

Intriguing.
Challenging.

Irresistible.

It was clear that if Otto and I wished to retain our reputations as Germany’s greatest practical
physicists, we would not only have to match Férmi’s work, but surpass it.

We were now both in our fifties. And this was a brand new frontier of experimentation.

But there is something else new.

Kurt Hess.

Party member.

Guest of the Institute.

As determined and ambitious as Otto once was. But he does not possess Otto’s charm or
winning smile.

He lurks. He hides. He builds alliances. Slowly and silently.

When I pass there are whispers in the halls. I pay them no mind. I have been whispered about
since I dared wear a dress in a laboratory.

But still, it is a strange and unanticipated change.

It made me more determined to remain on the more secure ground of science.
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Scene Fourteen
1933 KAISER WILHELM INSTITUTE

(Now in her early 50’s LISE waits in a hallway, calm and confident.)

Listening.

Waiting.

Listening.

Waiting.

Listening.

Waiting.

I am listening outside the door of the seminar room. A group of specially selected
students is waiting inside.

Amongst the students of the Institute I have earned a reputation as a stern and demanding task
master.

In Germany this is not only a mark of respect, but affection as well.

I take a breath. I ready myself.

And when I’m calm...

I open the door.

(LISE walks to the podium with authority. She pauses and surveys the room.)

By the time I reach the podium, all eyes are upon me. Everyone immediately falls silent.

Good.

In the third row I can see Fritz Strassmann. He is a bright and dependable researcher. Otto
and I have already decided he will be the one we will rely on most in the days to come.

He smiles broadly at me.

I do not smile back. There is a tone to be set here.
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“You’ve no doubt been reading the latest achievements of Enrico Férmi. And based on the data
coming out of Rome I am certain you are well aware of the implications of those achievements,
are you not?”

You better be. Otherwise you have no reason to be here.

“I am speaking of course of the possibility of creating new elements. Something we shall be
attempting to accomplish ourselves in the months to come.”

“Let me explain how we are going to achieve this.”

(LISE walks to the blackboard where the uranium atom from her previous lecture is still
drawn.)

“You remember our old friend the Uranium nucleus? In the natural world the most common
form is Uranium-238. That means 238 atomic particles make up this atom.”

“Excuse me, if I am simply repeating things most of you already know. I do this for the benefit
of the undergraduates.”

(There is a ripple of laughter from the students.)

“As far as we know, this is the largest atom that exists in nature.”

“But who says we can’t make a bigger one?”

“Ever since the days of old Rutherford we have been able to launch atomic particles. Firing
them like bullets. Now suppose we were smart enough and accurate enough that we could
actually strike the centre of the nucleus?”

“What then?”

“Would it bounce off?”

“No.”

“Remember the nucleus is liquid and fluid like a raindrop.”

“And the neutron we shoot is simply a smaller drop of the same stuff. And what happens when
two water drops meet?”

“They do not ricochet.”

“They do not bounce off.”
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“They join.”

“In raindrops the water is bound by surface tension. Strong Atomic Force in atoms.”

Strassmann is no longer smiling. He is leaning forward. His eyes clear and focused.

“So we will construct an apparatus to shoot atomic particles at the Uranium atom until one
actually strikes the nucleus and sticks. A new particle is added to the nucleus. A new connection
is made. Adding mass and pushing the atom at least one step up the periodic table.”

“Thus a new element, never before seen in nature, will be born here in Berlin.”

“Any questions?”

(a burst of questions from the crowd.)

Strassmann is smiling again.

The smile of someone about to start an exciting new adventure.

I can’t help but smile back.
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Scene Fifteen
1934-1938   LISE ALONE

The whole idea was primitive in the extreme.

Neanderthal really.

But the theory was sound.

Even with the small army of lab assistants we had assembled, it was time consuming work.

Otto flitted in and out of the lab. The whistling while I work was mostly a memory now. He had
a wife. A family. He could not devote the time to the project that I could.

But I welcomed the security and solitude of the laboratory.

Where else could I go?
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Scene Sixteen
1938   OUTWARD BOUND TRAIN

(Suddenly we are back on the train again. A fearful LISE sits. The train races through the night.)

The men in black and silver have boarded the train.

There is no place to hide.

This was a mistake.

My career is in Berlin.

I am too old to start all over again.

Even as others fled, I was determined to stay with my work, protected by my Austrian
passport.

But then...
Then...

Then...

Anschluss.

Germany annexed Austria and all Vienna celebrated.

I am now subject to all the laws of Germany. I am now merely another victim in waiting.

And somewhere Kurt Hess smiles.

My friends start making enquiries outside of Germany.

Is there any country that would be willing to take me in?

But my passport is revoked.

Stay quiet.

Do your work like a good citizen.

Hope to escape notice.

(door opens on the train)

Are they searching the entire train?

I push the scream back down my throat.
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Don’t draw attention.

Control the fear.

Think.

Think.

Think.

Concentrate...

On the science.

Back at the lab we were still trying to create new elements through neutron
bombardment.

Strassmann regularly delivered me the data for interpretation.

The Math is yielding unexpected results. Otto is baffled. Strassmann too. No sign of new
elements, but something strange is happening.

I work late every night.

Studying papers, deciphering equations, marking theses.

Mere hours ago.

I was working.

Then Otto rushes in.

(male voice) Come with me. Now.

There is a couple in Amsterdam who will take me in.

(male voice) Temporarily.

I have no passport. No travel papers.

(male voice) Lise...

What about our work?”

(male voice) We can’t wait.
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And before I realize it I am standing on the train platform with a little suitcase containing what
shreds of my life I can save.

Otto is there.

Briefing me.

Calming me.

Encouraging me.

I may never see him again.

The fear I’ve kept dammed up in me for months bursts forth in a wave of terror.

I beg Otto to let me stay.

Beg like the little mouse I was.

In the very same Berlin train station I arrived in from Vienna.

Otto takes my hand.

Into my palm he presses a diamond engagement ring.

What can this mean?

(male voice) It was my grandmother’s. Sell it for as much as you can.

There is no kiss. There is no hug. Even here we must act the roles of professional colleagues.

And then he is gone.

(footsteps and voices in next compartment)

I have no papers.

I have no passport.

There can be no expectation of success.

But I know this.
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If I somehow live through this night of terror.
If I cross over the border.

And if my life is saved.

It will be because of Otto Hahn.
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Scene Seventeen
1938   KUNGÄLV, SWEDENA

(A 60 year old LISE enjoys the sunshine and fresh air. She is at peace.)

The sun shines bright and clear in the pine forests of Kungälv.

The snow is sometimes blinding this December afternoon.

Despite all my troubles, I cannot help but feel happy to be alive this day.

For I have a puzzle to solve.

From my partner in Berlin.

I feel like a real physicist again.

My nephew, Robert Frisch, has come to spend the Christmas holiday with me.

He takes after my sister in so many ways. But through some weird family connection, he has
taken after his aunt and become a physicist. A good one.

It is 1938. Mere months since the escape from Germany.

Since that horrible journey where I was nearly caught.
Nearly arrested.

Nearly lost.

But the men in black didn’t see the fugitive. They couldn’t see the fear. All they saw was an
insignificant old woman.

They let me slip through their grasp.

And I have survived thanks to the kindness and forbearance of strangers.

I was offered a place at the Nobel Institute in Stockholm. With no other possible way to follow
my calling I accepted.

With reservations.

The Nobel Institute is nothing like the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. The equipment is primitive.
The resources thin. My reputation means nothing and I must struggle for lab time and
permission to experiment. I receive no salary, only a stipend that barely covers my living
expenses.
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And the Institute director hates me.

He resents having to find a place for me. He treats my very presence as a personal insult.

He spreads rumours.
Whispers behind my back.

It is all too familiar.

I am disconnected.

From my work.

My colleagues.

And if I cannot do my science then I am useless.

Except...

Except...

Otto writes me.

Strangely enough the Nazi state will allow one of its leading scientists to communicate with
an exile.

Back home he works more than he should on trying to get my bank accounts and pension freed
for me. He also tries to recover my furniture and other possessions with predictable failure.

And he also tells me how I’m being erased from the Institute’s records. Kurt Hess and his cronies
at work.

But Otto also shares his data with me.

Even though my name has vanished from the sign over the door and even though I am
hundreds of kilometers distant, I am still secretly working for the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

Something unexpected has happened.

Otto and Strassmann have bombarded uranium solution with neutrons. And in spite of all of
Otto’s best efforts, the solution seems to have become unexpectedly tainted.

With barium of all things.

Where can that be coming from?
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Otto has no answer.

He asks me to find the explanation.

So I spend my Christmas vacation working on the problem.

Not skiing.
Not resting.

Thinking.

It’s been a long time since I’ve been so happy.

I feel like myself again.

But after a day of thinking, no answer has come.

Frustration is setting in.

(there is the sound of chatter within the lodge)

Tourists...

Distracting.

Annoying.

I need fresh air.

To clear my head.

Focus my thoughts.

Robert is skiing by my side. I would rather walk than ski. And somehow I manage to not only
keep up with the young man, but sometimes outpace him.

I discuss the mystery with him as we wind our way through the woods.

It is not long before we are sitting on a fallen tree with paper and pencils in hand. Cross country
physicists at work.

“If the system is truly sealed, then the barium must come from the water or the Uranium.
Uranium with its large unstable water drop nucleus.”

“And what happens when two water drops meet?”
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Think.

Think.

Concentrate.

What has Otto done?

What might that neutron do as it strikes the nucleus?

One small rain drop, strikes another larger rain drop and if it does not join...

(thinking it through) Mass.

Acceleration.

Energy.

Velocity.

Trajectory.

Impact.

Energy

Collision.

Surface tension.

Condensation.

Collision.

Mass.

Energy.

Mass.

Too much mass.

Energy

(LISE is truck by sudden and unexpected inspiration)
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And with diamond clarity it reveals itself.

Alone in the woods, Robert and I do the Math.

Breathless.

Inspired.

And by the time we are done, even if it doesn’t know it yet, the world has forever changed.
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Scene Eighteen
FISSION

(LISE excitedly turns to the audience, standing by the blackboard and eager to share her
insight.)

You can see it, can’t you?

Yes?

Yes?

No?

Then let me show you.

(indicating the drawing on the blackboard, she will continue to diagram her explanation)

The Uranium nucleus.

We had been firing neutrons at the raindrop. Trying to add mass to the giant Uranium
nucleus. Which is highly unstable.

But what happens when you add more water to the raindrop? Yes, if the drop is small and stable,
the water simply adds itself into the drop. Surface tension connects it all together.

But what if the raindrop is already too big and therefore already on the brink of falling apart?

If you add even the smallest bit of water, then the mass overwhelms the surface tension and
voila!

The droplet splits.

You see that?

Yes?

Otto had been finding Barium in his Uranium solution.

If Barium’s mass of 56 protons splits off from Uranium’s mass of 92 protons, what is left
behind?

It’s simple subtraction.
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92 minus 56.

You’re left with an element with 36 protons. Krypton. An inert gas that Otto could not and
would not expect to measure for. And thus escaped detection.

The proof is clear: (on the board writes out the equation: U + 1n → Ba+Kr+3n) Uranium is
struck by a single neutron, breaking into Barium and Krypton. Plus three free neutrons. Which
we will get to shortly.

Mass added to an unstable structure breaks it in two. This is what happens to raindrops.

But an atom is not really a raindrop. To split a raindrop takes almost nothing. To
disconnect an atom takes energy. Where does it come from?

Mr. Einstein provides the answer.

With his elegant Mona Lisa E=mc2.

I told you it would prove useful.

We already knew that the repulsion between two nuclei would require about two hundred
million electron volts. An enormous amount of energy.

But energy is simply matter transformed. We know this.

Yes.

It seems as the Uranium splits into Barium and Krypton, a tiny fraction of mass is lost. Hardly
anything to be concerned about it would seem. 1/5 of a proton. Hardly any mass at all.

But multiply the lost mass by the speed of light squared.

Two hundred million electron volts. Exactly the amount of energy required to disconnect the
atom.

It is so simple.

So simple that two physicists with nothing but paper and pencil and the heat of discovery can
prove it in a forest.

Until this discovery, Einstein’s equation was just a theory. There was no method to prove its
truth. But now, nuclear fission provided the proof.

Nuclear fission proved E=mc2.

E=mc2 proved nuclear fission.
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And I proved it.

But...

But you see the implications, don’t you? The horrifying possibilities.

E=mc2.

Look at the right side of the equation.

The constant is the speed of light.

300,000 kilometres a second.

Now square it.

The number is enormous: ninety billion kilometres a second squared.

So it doesn’t matter how small the mass in the equation is. In the crucible of nuclear fission
the E, the energy, is always going to be a monstrously huge number.

But as large as the energy produced by a single atom might be, nuclear fission has a more dire
consequence.

As the atom disconnects it releases energy. And three free neutrons. You remember them?

It is a good thing Otto was doing his experiments with Uranium spread out in a solution. If the
nuclei were closer, close enough to interact....

The neutrons fly out. If packed close together as in a solid piece of Uranium, they will have
to strike other unstable Uranium nuclei. Which then fission. Which releases more energy and
more free neutrons. Which strike other nuclei.

Again and again and again and again.

Exponentially increasing the release of energy every step of the way.

Until it becomes uncontrollable.

A chain reaction.

A cascading series of disconnections.

The evidence is clear.
The proof is certain.

The Math is sound.
The implications are...
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But that day, I was not thinking about the implications.

All I knew was that I had made an unexpected and thrilling discovery.

It is a beautiful thing.

A diamond.

An elegant insight.

Having done studies on cell division, Robert declares we should call the discovery Nuclear
Fission.

We need to write a paper he says. The world needs to be informed. But first, I need to tell Otto.

For even though he doesn’t know it
-even though he never intended to do it

-although he could never dream of doing such a thing

Back in Berlin
-on that December afternoon

-he has triggered nuclear fission.

Otto Hahn has split the atom.

And I proved it.
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Scene Nineteen
1946   STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

(There is a party atmosphere, but LISE is alone, surrounded by the buzz of conversation and
laughter.)

Stockholm has been giddy for months now.

It is 1946 and the war is finally over. The world is pulling itself out of devastation. It will take
decades to recover.

But Stockholm is in a party mood.

Tonight for the first time since before the War, the Nobel prizes will be awarded. The parties
and banquets have been arranged. The medals have been struck. And tonight the greatest
scientific achievements of the past years will be recognized.

Swallowing my discomfort, I push my way through the people into the hall where the prizes
will soon be given.

There is a grand reception. Scientists and celebrants in their finest clothes circle in and out.

Germans trade jokes with Americans.
The British have earnest discussions with Austrians.

Italians and French together consume too much wine.

It has been long years since I last saw him. From the train in Berlin. Tonight I will finally be
seeing Otto again.

The prospect fills me with dread.

I float unconnected through the ballroom.

Searching for the familiar blonde hair and blue eyes.

And then I see him.

He is standing in a pack of German scientists. Some are colleagues from the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute. But there are others I do not know. Heisenberg stands at the centre of the group. He
has been their leader for years now.

The creator of the uncertainty principle seems to have no doubts about the choices he’s made
the last few years.

There is an irony there I have no time to explore.

They are all collaborators.
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Whether for love of country or dedication to the Nazi Ideal, they all served the Reich.

If they could have, they would have given Hitler the atomic bomb.

And Otto was a part of it.

My stomach turns.

I was given the opportunity to join the American Manhattan Project.

When I think of what use they put my discovery to...

All those well meaning physicists.

Férmi.
Bohr.

My nephew Robert Frisch.

And so many others.

The creators of the Atomic Bomb.

It’s a year now since the new world I conceived in Kungälv was born in Hiroshima.

A world frightened of raindrops.

I long for the world that once was.

The world I helped destroy.

I wonder what Otto Hahn feels?

He sees me now.

He must have been expecting me.

Otto introduces me to his colleagues, but no one shakes my hand. Heisenberg’s thin smile is an
icon of contempt.

“We should talk”, I say. “In private.”

I follow him to a vestibule by the lobby.

“Otto.”

“Dear Otto.”
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“We’ve been partners for almost forty years. That’s longer than many marriages. Longer than
some lifetimes. We need not stand on ceremony.”

“Yes?”

“We’ve come so far you and I.”

“As friends.”

“As colleagues.”

“As...”

“We are connected.”

“But you’ve been silent so long.”

“The War. I know.”

“Everything was made more difficult.”

“I’m not surprised the letters stopped.”

“And I do not fault you for avoiding any mention of me in your papers. I know the Nazis did
their best to erase all trace of me. And we both knew the dangers of not cooperating.”

“But the war is over, Otto. There is no reason to prolong this charade.”

“You, better than anyone, know what I did.”

“Surely there is no reason for you to insist that the discovery was yours alone.”

I search his eyes.

Blue steel.

But he must hear me. The awards are less than an hour away.

“You know what I did, Otto.”

“All I ask is that you say what you know.”

“For the sake of the record.”

“For the sake of our science.”

“For the sake of all we have been to one another.”
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“Grant me the credit you know I deserve.”

“Please.”

“Don’t erase me as well.”

(long pause, then male voice) Physics had no part in the discovery. It was made through
chemical means alone.

Is he mad?

(male voice) The discovery was made in Berlin.

And you were hundreds of kilometres away.

“I sent you the proofs.”

“Which is how you published first.”

“But my Math is all there.”

“My proofs are all there.”

“Under your name.”

“The Prize is yours, Otto. I don’t care about that. Or the money. Just tell them the truth.”

“Our truth.”

Silence.

There is some small, but mysterious change of expression.

Is it a smile?
Regret?

Anger?
There was a time I knew his every look.

“Otto. It was my discovery.”

“Yes?”

Silence.

Unbearable silence.

“Otto?”
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(male voice) “No, Lise.”
“It’s mine.”

And then he is gone.

Without a backward glance.

It seems that a person may take decades to make a friend. But it only takes a second to lose
them.

Fission.

Destruction.

The connection shattered.

And everything falls apart.
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Scene Twenty
1968   CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND

(LISE back at the café. The weight of time and betrayal lie heavily on her shoulders.)

A new discovery.

(pause) We did not meet at a sidewalk café.

There was no music.

No anecdote to tell.

Max Planck introduced us. It was after a seminar and we shook hands.

I felt a friendship flourish.

An honest connection.

But I only know my side.

Did I ever really know Otto Hahn?

There were no signs.

No proofs.

No Math to analyze.

In his acceptance speech, he mentioned not another person by name.

Not Robert, who named the discovery.
Not Strassmann, who assisted him in the experiments.

And certainly not me.

In the years following he defended that claim like his life depended upon it.

Hoping the truth of it would whither from neglect.

But every other physicist knew our work. And they knew us.

They all knew which of us was the mathematician.

And it was painfully clear that this discovery was made through physics and math.

But no.
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He insisted the discovery was his alone.

Insisted to his dying day.

Yesterday.

(LISE finds herself once more in the present.)

And I am nearly gone too.

Who will prove my truth then?

Perhaps the truth will prove itself?

The truth wants to be discovered.

And even though it is concealed in darkness, I trust the diamond will be there for those who
wish to seek it.

(beat) Heisenberg’s theory.

Dear, old, dreadful Heisenberg. His uncertainty principle is one of the cornerstones of quantum
physics.

He says that as we measure something we become less able to find the whole truth of what we
observe.

Is that the way it is with the measure of a man?

It is the connections that keep the universe together.

The connections between atoms.
Inside the atoms.

Around the atoms.
Everything is connected.

And that is the answer.

The evidence is clear.
The proof is certain.

The Math is sound.

Otto may have disconnected from me, but I refuse to break my connection with him. For he
is the one who helped me become a true scientist.
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He was my partner.
He was my friend.

He saved my life at great peril to his own.
And I loved him for all that and more.

And that is the Otto I will hold on to.

Never letting go.

Holding tight in the waltz.

For connections keep the world together.

And disconnection destroys.

I proved it.

(And LISE is carried away into memory.)
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